1. Begin an inspection by searching for an existing vehicle by VIN or License Plate:

![Search for an Existing Vehicle Record](image1)

2. If a vehicle is found, either confirm, search again, or enter manually if the information does not match.

![Confirm Vehicle](image2)
3. Start the Inspection by filling in the required fields. Fields added on 11/23/2014 are Fuel Type, Registration County, and Registration Expiration. The registration county has fields for NONE if there is no registration sticker present, or OUT OF STATE if the registration is from a state other than Texas.
4. The system reviews County of Registration, Fuel Type and Vehicle Age. Vehicles that are Gasoline Powered, 2-24 years old and registered in an emission county are subject to emissions testing. The system will display a warning message. If you proceed with the inspection, you must fill out a VIE-12 Affidavit and enter the exemption reason in the inspection sequence.

Emissions Affidavit

**Warning**

The vehicle being presented for inspection is subject to an emissions inspection. Choose ‘Proceed’ to record affidavit details or ‘Cancel inspection’ to exit the inspection sequence.

- Proceed
- Cancel Inspection

**Emissions Affidavit**

**Emissions Testing Exemptions**

A vehicle registered in an emissions county that is gasoline-powered and two (2) to 24 years old must be emissions tested or qualify for the VIE-12 Affidavit. The current administrative rules prohibit stations, not certified to do emissions testing, from inspecting these vehicles unless the applicant can demonstrate they meet one of the following exemptions.

The vehicle being presented for inspection is EXEMPT from having to have an emissions inspection because:

- Vehicle is not subject to the Texas Vehicle Emissions Inspection and Maintenance Program because said vehicle is not and will not be primarily operated (driven, parked, or stored for 60 calendar days per testing cycle) in affected counties. I further certify that in the future if said vehicle is primarily operated in affected counties, said vehicle will be reinspected at an inspection station certified to do emissions testing. (Registered in an affected county, but operated outside an affected county, e.g., company fleet vehicle, hunting vehicle, exempt from emissions test on reside, etc.)
- Vehicle is no longer subject to the Texas Vehicle Emissions Inspection and Maintenance Program because said vehicle is no longer and will no longer be primarily operated (driven, parked, or stored for 60 calendar days per testing cycle) in affected counties. I further certify that in the future if said vehicle is primarily operated in affected counties, said vehicle will be reinspected at an inspection station certified to do emissions testing. (Registered in an affected county, but owner does not currently reside in an affected county and will not operate over 60 days per calendar year in an affected county; e.g., someone who moved from an affected county.)
- Will not return to an affected county prior to the expiration of the current inspection certificate. I further certify that immediately upon return to an affected county, said vehicle will be reinspected at an inspection station certified to do emissions testing. (Registered in an affected county and primarily operated in an affected county, but outside county upon expiration of inspection certificate; e.g., student, vacationer, extended out-of-town business, etc.)

- Submit Cancellation
- Return to Inspection

**Continue**

**Cancel Inspection**
5. For vehicles not subject to an emission inspection, or that have completed the VIE-12 affidavit process in step 4, the inspection continues with entering insurance information, conducting the inspection, and issuing the certificate.
Vehicle Inspection Connection (VIC)

VIC Inspection Sequence 11/23/2014

Vehicle Inspection Certificate

Vehicle: 2010 HONDA ACCORD KMG214 (. 7211)

Inspection Results:
Pass

Certificate Number:
Required
G21212121

VI 30 Issued:
No

Inspection Cost:
Required
14.50

Total Cost:
$14.50

Continue  Cancel Inspection
Texas Department of Public Safety
Vehicle Inspection Report

Overall Result: Pass

Test Date/Time: 11/12/2014 05:27 PM
Inspection Type: SAFETY
Inspection Exp Date: 11/30/2015

Fees
Station Inspection Fee: $14.50
State Inspection Fee: $0.00
VI30 Cost: $0.00
Repair Cost: $0.00
Total Cost: $14.50

Vehicle Information
Vehicle Type: Passenger Car
Year: 2010
Make: HONDA
Model: ACCORD
Fuel Type: Gas
VIN: 1FMZU77E62XC57211
License Number: TX KMG214
Odometer Reading: 123

Station Information
Station #: 6P000051
Station Name: RSA TEAM
Station Address: 100 CONGRESS AVE STE 600
AUSTIN, TX 78701
Inspector Name: MICHELLE ARRIAGA

Inspection Information
Certificate Type: ONE YEAR SAFETY ONLY
Certificate #: G21212121
VI30 Certificate #: INITIAL
Test Type: INITIAL

I certify that I have properly performed the vehicle inspection according to the state regulations and procedure manuals, and as the undersigned duty appointed inspector, hereby certify that I have physically examined the manufacturer's vehicle identification number of the motor vehicle described above.

Certified Inspector Signature
Date